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1MORE Penta driver P50 Wired In-Ear Headphones (Black)
Experience  even  more  pleasure  while  listening  to  your  favorite  tunes  with  the  1MORE  Penta  driver  P50  in-ear  headphones.  These
headphones are equipped with 5 hybrid drivers, tuned by sound engineer Luca Bignardi. The high-quality sound achieved is certified with
Hi-Res  Audio.  Additionally,  the  headphones  feature  a  lightweight  and  ergonomic  design,  allowing  you  to  enjoy  high-quality  sound  for
extended periods. They also come with a detachable MMCX cable.
 
Innovative Drivers
The 7mm DLC dynamic driver  provides dynamic bass,  resulting in exceptionally  clear  and realistic  sound.  Meanwhile,  the 4 dedicated
planar drivers handle ultra-high frequencies, extending the sound range up to an incredibly lifelike 40 kHz.
 
Hi-Res Quality
The 1MORE Penta driver  P50 headphones have received the Hi-Res Audio certification,  confirming their  ability  to  reproduce the finest
musical details with unmatched accuracy. The sound produced by them has been precisely tuned by engineer Luca Bignardi to provide
an immersive sound experience while preserving tonal depth across the entire frequency range.
 
Advanced Design
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The unique dual-magnetic construction enhances the magnetic field quality, allowing for the reproduction of more detailed and precise
sound.  This  ensures  that  the  1MORE Penta  driver  P50 headphones  deliver  incredible  sound clarity,  enriching  every  music  experience.
Additionally, the classic black and gold combination adds a touch of elegance, complementing almost any style.
 
Additional Benefits
The 1MORE Penta driver P50 headphones are designed with optimal user comfort in mind. The ergonomically curved nozzles (45°) and
soft, preformed ear hooks provide stability and comfort, even during prolonged use.
 
Convenient Control
The MEMS microphone allows for seamless communication during phone calls. Meanwhile, the 3 practical buttons enable you to switch
between music and calls. Additionally, the gold-plated MMCX connector allows for easy detachment and provides unmatched flexibility
and convenience.  This  allows  you  to  quickly  adapt  the  headphones  to  your  needs  and  use  various  types  of  cables.  The  package also
includes a Hi-Res USB-C to 3.5mm adapter.
 
Included in the Package:
1MORE Penta driver P50 Wired In-Ear Headphones
Cable
USB-C to 3.5mm Adapter
Seven pairs of interchangeable ear tips (XS, S, S, M, L, L, XL)
Storage case
User manual
	Manufacturer
	1MORE
	Model
	EH904
	Frequency Range
	20 - 40,000 Hz
	Impedance
	32 Ω
	Sensitivity
	105 dB
	Rated Power
	5 mW
	MEMS Microphone Control
	Yes
	Connector
	Gold-plated 3.5mm plug
	Weight
	21 g
	Cable Length
	1.25 m
	Cable Material
	Silver-plated OFC Wire
	Color
	Black
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Preço:

€ 162.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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